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    		ATV-T041 150cc Utility Full Size ATV with Automatic Transmission w/Reverse, LED Headlight! Big 23"/22" Tires!
[ATV-T041]	$1,599.95 $1,179.95
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		Reviewer	Product Review
	GREG P

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	01/10/2018
	This is a nice atv if you know what your getting it to. if your expecting a big name atv for the price then you will be disappointed. However, if you understand this is a budget atv then it's a great deal.                                        


                     15 people found this helpful
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	View Product


	Evaldas A

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	12/16/2017
	You can't get a more happy buyer or get a happier look than my son when we gave it to him. You can't beat a deal like this. 5 stars to Power Sports Max and 5 stars to Tao Tao.                                        


                     16 people found this helpful
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	View Product


	james C

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	11/19/2017
	The ATV we purchased is such a joy for our son.  It rides well and feels a lot safer than I thought it would.  We have had some trouble with starting it, but we think we may have it under control now.  It should provide years of enjoyment.



I want to recommend Powersports.Max.com themselves.  I thought we had the wrong ATV sent to us.  They were so helpful in trying to iron out the issue.  They were patient, professional and very kind in walking us thru the concern.  It was my mistake and I want to thank them for their great customer service.                                        


                     16 people found this helpful
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	View Product


	FERMIN L

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	11/03/2017
	We are very pleased with our ATV-T041. It looks great & arrived very quickly. We still haven't ridden it but plan on riding it soon. Our purchase was a great buy for the price & we plan on buying a mid size sometime in the new year. Thanks so much Powersportsmax.                                        


                     15 people found this helpful
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	michael S

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	09/22/2017
	Love your product everyone can't believe the price. Thanks                                        


                     15 people found this helpful
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	Amber R

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	05/27/2017
	The four wheeler is better than I expected. I am well satisfied with your product. I would refer your product to my friends and any one else who would be interested.                                        


                     15 people found this helpful
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	View Product


	Brian B

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	03/11/2017
	The Bull 150cc Utility ATV is an excellent value and a real eye catcher. Powersportsmax staff offered excellent service and were able to answer all of my questions.  I purchased one thinking this offer was too good to be true and I might be disappointed.  NOT TRUE...it's exactly what I have been looking for and I'm purchasing a second. Buy now and you won't be sorry! Great VALUE!                                        


                     15 people found this helpful
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	Josh P

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	01/02/2017
	I purchased this ATV for my 16 year old daughter who wanted an ATV. Buying one of these is well worth every effort! 



PowersportsMax staff was always helpful and courteous.  They saved me a ton of cash going with this Chinese ATV instead of buying one of the popular brands only to have my daughter grow tired of it as soon as a new video game comes out.  I have had a number of friends order these in the past and everyone is happy.  Just remember, it takes a little time for mail, trucking or other deliveries based on where you live.  Even though you want to become impatient or irrate because you are worried about your money, step back and relax.  It will be taken care of, no matter the problem.



Thank you to all the staff of PowersportsMax!                                        


                     15 people found this helpful
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	dennis S

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	08/11/2016
	Just put together and run the first time. So far, very satisfied                                        


                     15 people found this helpful
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	David C

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 4 of 5 Stars!]	07/04/2016
	I bought this ATV for my 13 year old because I have a little bit of property for him to explore and I didn't want anything too fast that he could get hurt on.  This was perfect!  The only issue I have had is the brakes.  I don't know if I got a bad master or a bad caliper but they initially were great but started failing after a few months.  I can't imagine they will be hard to fix, and we've been able to get by. 



Beyond that, this ATV has lived up to all my expectations and more. My son runs it almost every day. I've had to change the oil twice already, and it's been clean everytime I change it.  A word of caution.  Keep a close eye on the rear chassis.  Mine started coming loose a bit after I adjusted the chain, and I had to drill and safety wire bolts to keep them from from loosening.                                        


                     16 people found this helpful
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	ATV-T041
 Average Rating:
[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]

What customer said:
The ATV we purchased is such a joy for our son.  It rides well and feels a lot safer than I thought it would.  We have had some trouble with starting  ..
Read all Reviews
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	[image: ATV-T041 150cc Utility Full Size ATV with Automatic Transmission w/Reverse, LED Headlight! Big 23"/22" Tires!]
ATV-T041 150cc Utility Full Size ATV with Automatic Transmission w/Reverse, LED Headlight! Big 23"/22" Tires!
$1,179.95 $1,599.95
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: ATV-J026 150 Full Size ATV with Automatic Transmission w/Reverse! Big 23"/22" Aluminum Tires!]
ATV-J026 150 Full Size ATV with Automatic Transmission w/Reverse! Big 23"/22" Aluminum Tires!
$1,899.95 $2,099.95
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: ATV Premium Storage Cover, Medium Size, Black, Free Shipping!]
ATV Premium Storage Cover, Medium Size, Black, Free Shipping!
$45.95
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: ATV-J012 125 ATV with Automatic Transmission w/Reverse, Foot Brake and Remote Control! Big 16" Tires!]
ATV-J012 125 ATV with Automatic Transmission w/Reverse, Foot Brake and Remote Control! Big 16" Tires!
$899.95 $1,099.95
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: X-PRO<sup>Â®</sup> Youth Motocross Off-Road Helmet - Red Free Shipping!]
X-PROÂ® Youth Motocross Off-Road Helmet - Red Free Shipping!
$49.95 $59.95
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: X-PRO<sup>Â®</sup> Motorcycle Full Face Helmet, DOT Approved Adult Helmet - Blue Free Shipping!]
X-PROÂ® Motorcycle Full Face Helmet, DOT Approved Adult Helmet - Blue Free Shipping!
$49.95 $69.95
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: X-PRO<sup>Â®</sup> Red Open Face Motorcycle Helmet, Adult Helmet, DOT Approved Helmet - Red Free Shipping!]
X-PROÂ® Red Open Face Motorcycle Helmet, Adult Helmet, DOT Approved Helmet - Red Free Shipping!
$39.95 $55.95
[image: Buy Now]
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